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COVID-19

Winners and losers
AS WITH ANY CRISIS THERE ARE ALWAYS GOING TO BE WINNERS AND LOSERS

T

he impact COVID-19 is having on the way in which we work, interact and connect with
the wider community continues to grow day by day. We are seeing greater use of
video-conferencing technology, online banking and ecommerce.
All of which means that the technology industry is going to see marked changes
in what consumers and businesses may need going forward.
In the last issue of New Electronics we took a look at the impact technology was having
on education and how COVID-19 could accelerate the demand for remote education.
With more people using services provided online – Netflix is booming, for example – more
of them will want and expect to see internet speeds upgraded. And, as more people work
from home, it’s likely we’ll see a spike in demand for things like computers, printers and
other IT equipment. Market watchers are now suggesting that people will also want to be
better prepared for future disruptions but many also expect remote working to become more
common.
One sector that is expected to see rapid growth, in light of the pandemic, could be that
of remote health services. Demand if likely to grow for virtual doctor visits and for remote
monitoring and tracking of patients taking the pressure off hospitals and clinics.
It’s likely we will also see growing demand from nursing homes and households for
connected health devices, and in this issue we take a detailed look at wearable health
monitoring technology.
Other sectors that are seeing growing demand caused by the current crisis are drones and
robots.
China has experimented with using drones for shipping medicine and delivering food,
while there has been an increased demand for virus-fighting robots that can disinfect hospital
rooms with ultraviolet light as well as for robots that are able to transfer products around
warehouses and hospitals.
However, 5G could take a hit in the short-term. Many network operators are likely to have
to curb costs and retrench. There’s been so much disruption in terms of the supply chain, that
for companies like Ericsson, Huawei, and Nokia lower sales are being forecast.
Despite this, the benefits of 5G-connected hardware and software to a broad range of
industries are unlikely to dampen demand for too long.
Whatever the current economic challenges companies will be looking to be more
productive and gain ground by updating their IT systems, collecting more data and becoming
more automated.
Depending on your perspective one of the biggest winners from the current crisis will be
security. We can expect to see rapid growth in the tracking of people who have tested positive
and health service providers around the world are looking at smartphones and locationtracking technology.
Early days but there are signs that a changed world will bring with it some remarkable
opportunities for companies in the technology space.

“China has
experimented
with using
drones for
shipping
medicine and
delivering
food, while
there has been
an increased
demand for
virus-fighting
robots that can
disinfect hospital
rooms with
ultraviolet light.”

Neil Tyler, Editor (neil.tyler@markallengroup.com)
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A NEW HYBRID MATERIAL IMPROVES THE PERFORMANCE
OF SILICON IN LI-ION BATTERIES. NEIL TYLER REPORTS
Researchers at the University of Eastern Finland have announced that they have developed a new
hybrid material of mesoporous silicon microparticles and carbon nanotubes that can improve the
performance of silicon in Li-ion batteries.
Using silicon in the anode will make it possible to double the capacity of the total battery cell.
However, silicon is facing severe challenges in battery technology due to its unstable material
properties and, currently, there is no technology available that can produce feasible anodes solely
from silicon.
To minimise the reducing effect of high charging rates on the capacity of silicon anodes,
researchers have developed a hybrid material of mesoporous silicon (PSi) microparticles and carbon
nanotubes (CNTs). According to the Finnish team, the hybrid material is realised through chemical
conjugation of PSi and CNTs with the right polarity so as to not hinder the diffusion of lithium ions
into silicon. With the right type of conjugation, they also found that the electrical conductivity and
mechanical durability of the material was improved.
The PSi microparticles used in the hybrid material were produced from barley husk ash to
minimise the carbon footprint of the anode material and to support its sustainability. Silicon was
produced through a simple magnesiothermic reduction process applied to the phytoliths that are
amorphous porous silica structures found in abundance in husk ash.
The researchers are now aiming to produce a full silicon anode with a solid electrolyte to address
the challenges related to the safety of LIBs and to the unstable solid electrolyte interface (SEI).
“Hopefully, the EU will invest in the basic research of batteries to pave the wave for high
performance batteries and to support the competitiveness of Europe in this field. The Battery 2030+
roadmap would be essential in supporting this progress,” said Professor Vesa-Pekka Lehto from the
University of Eastern Finland.

Zigbee and DiiA
collaboration

Plextek and DM target
life sciences

The Zigbee Alliance and the Digital Illumination
Interface Alliance (DiiA), the global industry
organisation for DALI lighting control, are to
work together to bring standardisation and
system interoperability to the IoT luminaires
space.
The two organisations are to collaborate in
developing a gateway specification to support
a forthcoming certification program. “Our
liaison agreement with the Zigbee Alliance is
part of DiiA’s commitment to address different
options for combining wireless communication
links with DALI lighting control,” said Paul
Drosihn, DiiA General Manager. “Developing
specifications and testing requirements for
gateways between Zigbee ecosystems and
wired DALI networks will ensure interoperability
that’s backed by certification.”
“The intersection of wired and wireless is
where industry can work better together during
this IoT transition to benefit those invested in
both technology camps as well as consumers
as they embrace connected devices,” said
Tobin Richardson, President and CEO, Zigbee
Alliance.

Plextek Services and Design Momentum
(DM) have established a partnership to
develop scientific instruments and laboratory
equipment for life sciences.
The partnership brings together Plextek’s
expertise in electronic design and development
at its ISO13485-certified labs with Design
Momentum’s experience in delivering
innovative life science technology design.
The COVID-19 crisis is showing the need
for rapid development of critical technology
to support the life science industry. The
partnership brings together in-depth skills
and experience in product inception, as
well as industrial design, development and
manufacture, and will allow clients to harness
the latest technologies and speed up time-tomarket in this period of rapid change.
“The Plextek-DM partnership offers a
powerful combination of skills and experience
in the laboratory equipment sector to
provide a one-stop opportunity for life
science companies and builds on our two
organisations’ previous collaborations,” said
Nick Hill, Plextek’s CEO.
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Detecting cyber-attacks

Commercially available
5G devices surge

ULTRASOC AND AGILE ANALOG WORK TO DETECT PHYSICAL
CYBER-ATTACKS. NEIL TYLER REPORTS

The Global mobile Suppliers Association
(GSA) has reported that the number of
commercially available 5G devices had
increased by 41% in April, with 95 different
5G devices now commercially available out of
over 280 announced devices.
According to the GSA, these figures
demonstrate continued and significant growth
since its last report in March, which recorded
253 announced devices, of which at least 67
were commercially available at that time.
‘‘In what is clearly a very challenging
time globally with social distancing and
fundamental changes to the way we work
and live, connectivity has never been more
critical,” commented Joe Barrett, President of
GSA. “Around the world we are seeing mobile
operators take unprecedented steps to
support their subscribers and boost capacity,
with 5G a vital part of their immediate and
future strategies. As this data shows, we’re
also seeing the vendor community working
hard to bring devices to market even quicker
to support the rollout and expansion of new
5G services, with smartphones accounting for
over 85% of the new commercially available
devices recorded this month.”
By mid-April 2020, GSA had identified:
16 announced form factors; 81 vendors that
had announced available or forthcoming
5G devices and a total of 283 announced
devices.
GSA also tracks spectrum band support
of 5G devices and has identified spectrum
support information for just over threequarters of all announced devices.
It found that 70% of all announced 5G
devices are identified as supporting sub-6
GHz spectrum bands while 29.3% are
understood to support mmWave spectrum.
Just 22.6% of all announced devices are
known to support both mmWave and sub-6
GHz spectrum bands. The bands known to be
most supported by all announced 5G devices
are n78, n41, n79 and n77.

UltraSoC and Agile Analog are collaborating on a comprehensive hardware-based cybersecurity
infrastructure that will see UltraSoC’s embedded on-chip analytics combined with Agile Analog’s
advanced on-chip analogue monitoring IP.
The combination will enable the detection and prevention of ‘analogue interference’ cyberattacks that circumvent traditional security measures by tampering with underlying systems
such as power supply levels or clock signals.
UltraSoC’s cybersecurity products will be able to monitor the functional behaviour of digital
circuitry, adding an extra layer of defence-in-depth to the security landscape, and detecting and
mitigating cyber threats at hardware speed.
Agile Analog offers a parallel range of “smart” monitors in the analogue domain, such as
voltage, temperature and timing sensors to detect side-channel attacks or anomalous behaviour
that could indicate a cyber-attack.
The combination of system-level digital monitoring and analogue capabilities will, according to
the companies, enable a holistic approach to hardware-based cybersecurity.
Side-channel attacks are used to gain access to a chip’s internal circuitry, which makes
UltraSoC’s hardware based security a critical component in monitoring and defending against
these attacks, where hackers may exploit side-channel vulnerabilities to launch a brute force
attack.
Commenting Gajinder Panesar, CTO at UltraSoC, said “Agile Analog has some truly unique
technology that’s invaluable in monitoring the underlying analogue behaviour of an SoC for
potential signs of suspicious or unexpected activity. We believe that partnerships like this are
key to enabling a holistic secure embedded cybersecurity architecture with monitoring capable of
delivering from fab to field.”
UltraSoC embeds transaction-aware hardware monitors into the digital infrastructure of an
SoC. These are interconnected via a message-based architecture, allowing the implementation
of sophisticated system-wide anomaly detection and mitigation measures.
The company’s Bus Sentinel and CAN Sentinel hardware modules, for example, can identify
and instantaneously block suspicious communications within the chip.
The partnership with Agile Analog will integrate data from analogue monitors into the
UltraSoC cybersecurity infrastructure, enabling even more sophisticated anomaly detection
schemes.

MEMS microphone design centre

Image: mohamed_hassan@pixaby.com

CYBERSECURITY

AAC Technologies is to open a MEMS
microphone centre in Edinburgh, that expands
its global footprint and reinforces its market
position in the design of next generation
microphone system-level solutions.
“AAC is committed to developing systemlevel solutions across the world, wherever
talent and expertise can be leveraged,”
said David Plekenpol, AAC Chief Strategy
Officer and Chairman of the American &
European Region. “The opening of Edinburgh
strengthens our ability to continue developing
innovative MEMS microphone solutions in an
evolving mobile marketplace.”
With the opening of the Edinburgh
office, AAC is expanding its MEMS research
and development capabilities, pursuing
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microphones with smaller physical sizes,
better signal-to-noise ratios (SNR), lower power
draw, and improved ruggedness and reliability.
When combined with advanced
programming, MEMS microphones can be
used in a range of devices that offer improved
keyword detection, user recognition, multilanguage recognition and custom wake-up
words. Optimising the signal pathway and
processing is another key goal, which can
result in dramatic power savings by limiting the
need for a power-hungry DSP to process audio
signals.
The centre is intended to position AAC to
address the wave of voice-controlled artificial
intelligence applications that are becoming
central to the smartphone user experience.
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STARBLEED VULNERABILITY

Samsung to use
Versal ACAPs in
5G deployments
Xilinx has announced that its Versal
adaptive compute acceleration platform
(ACAP) is to be used by Samsung for
worldwide 5G commercial deployments.
Versal ACAPs provide a flexible and
scalable platform that is able to address
multiple operator requirements across
multiple geographies.
“Samsung has been working closely
with Xilinx, paving the way for enhancing
our 5G technical leadership and opening
up a new era in 5G,” explained Jaeho Jeon,
executive vice president and head of R&D,
Networks business, Samsung Electronics.
“Taking a step further by applying Xilinx’s
new advanced platform to our solutions,
we expect to increase 5G performance and
accelerate our leadership position in the
global market.”
Versal ACAP is a highly-integrated,
multicore, heterogeneous compute platform,
and is used at the heart of 5G to perform
complex, real-time signal processing,
including sophisticated beamforming
techniques that are used to increase
network capacity.

Critical ‘starbleed’ vulnerability
found in FPGA chips
RESEARCHERS IDENTIFY A CRITICAL VULNERABILITY
HIDDEN IN FPGAS. NEIL TYLER REPORTS
Scientists from the Horst Görtz Institute for IT Security at RuhrUniversität Bochum and from Max Planck Institute for Security and
Privacy have discovered a critical vulnerability hidden inside Field
Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs).
The security bug, named “Starbleed”, enables attackers to gain
complete control over the chips and their functionalities via the vulnerability. Since the
bug is integrated into the hardware, the security risk can only be removed by replacing the chips.
Xilinx, the manufacturer of the FPGAs, has been informed by the researchers and has already
reacted to the threat.
The linchpin of FPGAs is the bitstream, a file that is used to program the FPGA. In order to
protect it adequately against attacks, the bitstream is secured by encryption methods and it was
that Dr. Amir Moradi and Maik Ender from Horst Görtz Institute, in cooperation with Professor
Christof Paar from the Max Planck Institute in Bochum, Germany, were able to decrypt, gaining
access to the file content and modifying it.
The scientists analysed FPGAs from Xilinx and found that the “Starbleed” vulnerability affected
the company’s 7-series FPGAs and the four FPGA families Spartan, Artix, Kintex and Virtex as
well as the previous version Virtex-6.“We informed Xilinx about this vulnerability and subsequently
worked closely with them during the vulnerability disclosure process. Furthermore, it appears
highly unlikely that this vulnerability will occur in the manufacturer’s latest series,” reported Amir
Moradi. Xilinx will also publish information on its website for affected customers.
To overcome the encryption, the research team took advantage of the central property of
the FPGAs: the possibility of reprogramming. This is done by an update and fallback feature in
the FPGA itself, which revealed itself as a weakness and gateway. The scientists were able to
manipulate the encrypted bitstream during the configuration process to redirect its decrypted
content to the WBSTAR configuration register, which can be read out after a reset.
“If an attacker gains access to the bitstream, he also gains complete control over the FPGA. It
is also possible to insert hardware Trojans into the FPGA by manipulating the bitstream,”explained
Christof Paar.
However, as the security gap is located in the hardware itself, a Xilinx spokesperson said
that the only proven way to perform the so-called “Starbleed” attack was to have close, physical
access to the system.“It is important to recognise that when an adversary has close, physical
access to the system there are many other threats to be concerned about. We advise all of our
customers that they should design their systems with tamper protection such that close, physical
access is difficult to achieve.”
•The security researchers will present the results of their work at the 29th Usenix Security
Symposium to be held in August in Boston, Massachusetts, USA

Qualcomm and BOE announce collaboration
Qualcomm Technologies and BOE Technology
Group, a display specialist, are establishing
a strategic collaboration to develop display
products featuring Qualcomm 3D Sonic
ultrasonic fingerprint sensors.
The collaboration is expected to
extend from mobile and associated 5G
technologies to XR and IoT and will look to
deliver consumers improved levels of device
performance as a result of the integration of

8

the companies’ multiple key technologies,
including sensors, antennae, display and
picture processing.
Both companies have already started
working on incorporating value-added and
distinctive features to BOE’s flexible OLED
panels, including Qualcomm’s 3D Sonic
sensor bringing a more streamlined solution,
enabling smartphone OEMs to create more
differentiated products using the thinnest and

highest security fingerprint solution currently
on the market.
Other benefits from the collaboration
include a more streamlined supply chain and
reduced BoM and R&D expenses. Based on
the collaboration, BOE will offer integrated
displays with Qualcomm 3D Sonic fingerprint
sensors and commercial devices featuring
this integrated solution are expected to be
available in the second half of 2020.
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arlier this year new research from Future
Facilities – maker of the 6SigmaET thermal
simulation software – revealed the top
challenges and trends in the LED industry for
2020 in its Thermal Focus project report.
With LED usage becoming more common
the research, which New Electronics reported
on in our last issue, identified a number of key
trends around the need to incorporate LEDs
into increasingly compact designs that must be
turned around in record time.
These trends included greater
customisation, improved reliability in a wider
variety of climates and environments, and the
need for faster thermal simulation tools.
According to Chris Aldham, Product
Manager at Future Facilities, “Today’s thermal
simulation platforms must offer an exceptional
level of accuracy to prevent overheating
and produce reliable end products. For LED
devices, everything depends on temperature,
but temperature depends on everything else.
It’s so interlinked that it’s impossible to look
at it in isolation; the entire design process
matters.”
According to Aldham, the Thermal Focus
project was launched because of a need to
better understand the engineering community
and to be able to support further innovation in
terms of thermal simulation products.
“Our industry research projects are a huge
part of that process. In 2017 we surveyed
over 350 design engineers to understand their
current and future design requirements. In
2018, we spoke to 170 thermal simulation
professionals to find out exactly what they
needed from our platform.
“Then last year, we launched the first of
our ‘Thermal Focus’ groups. The idea was
to bring together thermal experts from some
of the world’s biggest electronics brands,
discussing their current thermal simulation
challenges, and the trends that they believe
will shape the future of electronics and thermal
design.
“The first of these groups focused in on IT,
bringing together engineers from HP, Facebook
and other leading brands. Following the
success of this event, we wanted to explore
more industries and dive even deeper into
how real-life engineers are using our thermal
simulation products.”
The focus on LEDs was due to the fact that
it is a hugely exciting time for the LED space,
Aldham explained.
“In the next few years alone, the global
market for LEDs is forecast to be worth over
$50 billion. LEDs are energy efficient, they’re
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LED THERMAL DESIGN

Putting the spotlight on
LED thermal design
CHRIS ALDHAM, PRODUCT MANAGER AT 6SIGMAET, TALKS TO NEW ELECTRONICS
ABOUT THE THERMAL FOCUS PROJECT
cost effective, and they’re environmentally
friendly. They really are a hugely versatile bit of
kit, and their uses are only going to grow. They
are also really thermally interesting. They don’t
like getting hot and every aspect of an LEDs
performance (light output, light colour, lifetime,
etc.) is temperature dependent.
Gathering expertise
“At Future Facilities we’re
also lucky enough to
“Subwork closely with a lot of
optimal
LED and lighting brands,
designs
so getting in touch with
can lead
the likes of Signify,
OTS (Optimal Thermal
to product
Solutions) and Thal
failures and
Technologies was a great
reliability
way to gather expertise.”
issues”
The project has
generated
a number of
Chris
key things engineers
Aldham
need to consider when
thinking about the
thermal design of LEDs.
According to Aldham, “One of the things
that was most talked about by our industry
panel was the realities of designing LEDs in
2020. Shrinking space is a huge issue in both
consumer and industrial applications.
“To create smaller, lighter and thinner
LED devices, a growing number of engineers
are starting to specify LEDs as ‘chip-scale
packages’ (CSP). Simply put, CSPs can be
grouped very close together, creating clusters
of extremely power-dense modules within
these compact designs. But a consequence
of increased power is increased temperature.
Such close groupings of high-powered LEDs
will inevitably generate a large amount of heat,
so effective thermal management is vital.
“The other big issue that was discussed
was design time. LED manufacturers and
device designers are working to increasingly
condensed timescales, with turnaround
time for an entire design project sometimes
clocking in at as little as two weeks. The
pressure to get to market as quickly as
possible means designers often can’t evaluate

how components work in tandem as carefully
as they’d like. These sub-optimal designs can
lead to product failures, poor light output or
long-term reliability issues. It’s vital that time
is factored into the initial design processes
to adequately account for possible thermal
complications.”
Looking to the future, Aldham said that
participants in the industry panel all had
very different ideas as to what needed to be
prioritised.
“But there were some clear themes that
started to show through across the board,” he
suggested.
“LED customisation is clearly going to
be a big deal. As LEDs enter increasingly
niche markets, they’re going to need to be
customised. As such, it’s vital that we look
at potential specialised applications from a
thermal point of view. Customised designs
will inevitably mean unexpected thermal
challenges.
“The second big theme that everyone
agreed upon was the IoT. With the rise of the
internet of things, smart lighting solutions
and a growing focus on energy efficiency,
LEDs are going to have a major role to play
in future tech. This, however, will mean LEDs
also operating in a whole host of rugged
environments (and varying temperatures) that
they previously wouldn’t have been exposed
to. This is going to mean big changes for
the industry and a significant investment in
thermal simulation and design.”
The Thermal Focus group project is likely to
continue this process, said Aldham.
“Right now, we’re looking at a lot of content
related to the automotive and aerospace
industries, as we’re very keen to better
understand exactly how engineers in these
spaces are managing thermal considerations,
using simulation, and what their plans are for
the future.
“If any readers work in these spaces and
want to be involved, do get in touch with us
via the 6SigmaET website. We’re always on
the lookout for new insights and opinions so
very happy to hear from anyone who can help,”
he added.
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BATTERY

HEALTH & SAFETY
Research into how lithium batteries age is throwing up some
interesting findings, as Neil Tyler discovers
is another area of interest but
being able to capture energy
from electromagnetic waves is
challenging. A team of researchers
have developed a rectenna (radio
wave harvesting antenna) that is only
several atoms thick and could be
incorporated into devices so that AC
power can be harvested from Wi-Fi in
the air and converted to DC to power
a device directly.
These are just a sample of the
range and variety of technologies
that are under investigation or being
developed, but lithium-ion batteries
remain everywhere and the number of
use cases continues to grow.
All lithium-ion batteries wear down
over time and lose capacity, so a lot
of the research is focused on their
management.
Battery performance degrades

Above: Top view of
ILL’s high flux reactor

due to what is a complex network of
subtle chemical processes, each of
which do not have much of an effect
on a battery’s performance, but
collectively can severely shorten its
performance and lifespan.
The lifespan of a battery is usually
specified in charge cycles, where one
cycle is a charge to a specific level
and full discharge to termination
voltage. For example, if a battery lasts
250 cycles, you can recharge it 250
times before the capacity drops below
the end of life level.
How that cycle rating is measured
is rarely specified for many devices,
but it is possible to use knowledge
built up over time about how lithiumion batteries behave to better manage
the cycle life.
It is known, for example, that
charging to a specific voltage will
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ithium-ion batteries are popular
because they have a number of
important advantages. They’re
lighter when compared to other types
of rechargeable battery and lithium,
being highly reactive, can store a lot
of energy in its atomic bonds.
While these are obvious
advantages lithium batteries are not
as robust as some other technologies
and require protection from being
over-charged and discharged too far.
Market requirements for batteries
are changing rapidly so a growing
body of research has been focused
on finding alternatives to lithium, and
while there’s not been a significant
advance in battery technology in
recent years many believe that we are
on the verge of a ‘power revolution’.
Lithium-ion batteries are found
everywhere - they are used to power
smart phones, laptops, wearable
device and cars, and work by storing
energy in a very small space.
However, these batteries are
problematic for some industries
in particular for technology and
automotive companies, especially
the latter which is looking to exploit
developments in electric vehicles. For
many consumer devices, while they
are becoming more efficient, charging
is still required every 1-2 days for
smartphones and other forms of
wearable devices.
Some of the battery technologies
that are showing promise include
lithium-sulphur batteries, which
have a lower environmental impact
than lithium and researchers in
the US have been able to develop
a lithium-sulphur battery that can
power a smartphone for up to 5 days,
outperforming lithium-ion and which
is, in turn, cheaper to manufacture.
IBM Research is claiming to have
discovered a new battery chemistry
that is free from heavy metals like
nickel and cobalt and which, they say,
can be charged faster than lithiumion and is able to pack in both higher
power and energy densities.
Wireless inductive charging
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affect the battery’s cycle life through
surface passivation (SEI) on the
carbonaceous anode material, or
oxidation of the electrolyte that
results in the accumulation of
a resistive surface layer on the
cathodeactive- material.
Charging at a high speed can also
have an influence on battery wear,
but research has shown that it is the
constant voltage part, in the charging
process, that is the most damaging
to the battery.
These methods for predicting
battery health, however, miss many
important features that can indicate
the health of a battery.
A lot of research is now focused
on tracking the many processes that
happen within the battery and for
that to happen scientists are using
a variety of new techniques to probe
batteries in action.

Understanding degradation
A team of international scientists
have been looking at the dynamic
process that leads to battery
degradation in the electrodes of
lithium batteries and are using
neutron and X-ray tomography to
improve their understanding of the
processes that are involved.
The team, based at
Helmholtz-Zentrum Berlin and
University College London, are
using a mathematical method to
virtually unwind the electrodes
that are wound into the form of
a compact cylinder, to observe
the processes on the surfaces
of the electrodes.
According to Alessandro
Tengattini, an instrument
scientist at NeXT-Grenoble,
an imaging station at Institut
Laue-Langevin, “The research is
focused on basically two main
issues. We want to improve
levels of efficiency, so we can
develop longer lasting batteries
that can survive more recharging
cycles, and the other issue
that we are looking to address
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is one of safety. There have been
a number of cases where lithiumbased batteries have caught fire and
exploded or batteries have inflated.
Both pose a serious risk.
“We’re demanding more power
from our electronic devices, so
we need to understand the minor
fluctuations occurring inside the
batteries throughout their lifetime.
For example, in particular areas of
the battery you can see much higher
rates of depletion and it is possible to
observe areas of fracture and damage
to the battery, which can have a
significant impact on safety.
“While I wouldn’t say that current
methods of monitoring batteries
aren’t working, they are simply not
providing us with enough information.”
To better understand the structure
of the battery researchers have been
able to look at the electrode surfaces
during charging and discharging
by using a combination of two
complementary tomography methods.
Data is provided by HZB BER II
and Institut Laue-Langevin which
then employs X-ray tomography at
the European Synchrotron Radiation
Facility (ESRF) in Grenoble. There
the data is used to analyse the

“While I wouldn’t
say that current
methods of
monitoring
batteries aren’t
working, they
are simply not
providing us
with enough
information.”
Alessandro
Tengattini

Below: 3D-Image of
a battery, virtually
cut with a computer
programme
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microstructure of the electrodes
and detect any deformations and
discontinuities.
“Little research has been done
at this structural level, so by using
neutron tomography it is now possible
to directly observe the migration of
lithium ions to determine how the
distribution of the electrolyte in the
battery cell changes over time,”
explained Tengattini.
“This electro-unrolling technique
has enabled us to analyse the inside
of batteries, while they are in use,
to identify minuscule fluctuations to
almost the micrometre.”
The instrument at NeXT-Grenoble
allows for the simultaneous
acquisition of x-ray and neutron
tomography, developed in
collaboration between the Institut
Laue-Langevin and the Université
Grenoble-Alpes.
“It’s hard to analyse lithium with
x-rays because it is a light-weight
element, but in combination with
the high-flux neutrons provided at
the Institut Laue-Langevin we have
now started to learn more about the
electro-chemical and mechanical
properties that are at play while these
lithium-ion batteries are in use,” said
Tengattini.
When it comes to the lithiumion battery its compact design
is usually achieved by winding
the thin sandwich of battery
electrodes into a cylindrical form
– that’s because the electrodes
need a large surface to facilitate
high capacity and rapid charging.
The mathematical method
that has been developed
enables physicists to virtually
unwind the battery electrodes because the cylindrical windings
of the battery are difficult to
examine quantitatively.
Only after mathematical
analysis and the virtual
unwinding can conclusions be
drawn about processes at the
individual sections of the winding.
The algorithm was originally
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designed for virtually unrolling
papyrus scrolls but can be used to
find out exactly what happens in
compact densely wound batteries
– as a result the characteristic
problems associated with wound
batteries are now open to
investigation.
According to Tengattini, the
research has thrown up some
interesting findings.
“We found that the inner windings
exhibited completely different
electrochemical activity than the outer
windings. In addition, the upper and
lower parts of the battery behaved
very differently.
“The neutron data also showed
areas where a lack of electrolyte
developed, and that can severely
limit the functioning of the respective
electrode section. It could also be
shown that the anode is not equally
well loaded and unloaded with lithium
everywhere.”
According to Tengattini the
research not only showed pockets
within the battery where acceleration
and depletion occurred much faster
but also parts of the battery that were
getting completely closed off.
“To date, we’ve only conducted
this research on a small number of
batteries. While we have observed
some patterns more detailed
research will likely throw up more
reasons for why batteries fail. There
are a number of elements that we
still need to better understand.
“Despite that this research will
help us to develop specific strategies
for improving the design of wound
batteries.”
Tengattini concluded, “As with all
finite resources, we can expect the
‘electric revolution’ to lead to greater
demand from lithium-ion batteries, for
less resource. So, in order to meet
this, we need to better understand
what is happening at the heart of
these cells and while the technique
we have developed might lead to
revisions in terms of how batteries
are designed in the future it is too
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early to say. Despite that it is an
important step forward.”

Machine Learning techniques
While that particular team of
scientists have been investigating
the physical structure of the battery,
scientists from Cambridge and
Newcastle universities, have designed
a machine learning method that they
claim is able to predict battery health.
According to the scientists
involved the method provides 10x
higher accuracy than current industry
standards.
The technique works by sending
electrical pulses into the battery and
measuring the response. They are
then measured and processed by a
machine learning algorithm to predict

Above: The x-ray
tomography shows
ruptures (black)
in the regions of
electrical contacts
(white)

Below: Neutrons
can detect dry
regions (yellow
arrow) where the
elecrolyte is lacking.
The blue arrow
shows areas with
a deficiency of
Lithium.

the battery’s health and lifespan. It’s
a non-invasive technique and is a
simple add-on to any existing battery
system.
“Safety and reliability are the
most important design criteria as
we develop batteries that can pack
a lot of energy in a small space,”
explained Dr Alpha Lee from
Cambridge’s Cavendish Laboratory,
who co-led the research. “By
improving the software that monitors
charging and discharging, and using
data-driven software to control the
charging process, I believe we can
power a big improvement in battery
performance.”
The researchers have performed
over 20,000 experimental
measurements to train the model, the
largest dataset of its kind.
Importantly, the model learns how
to distinguish important signals from
irrelevant noise.
The researchers have been able
to show that the machine learning
model can be interpreted to give
hints about the physical mechanism
of degradation. The model can
inform which electrical signals are
most correlated with aging, which in
turn allows them to design specific
experiments to probe why and how
batteries degrade.
The researchers are now using
their machine learning platform to
understand degradation in different
battery chemistries. They are also
developing optimal battery charging
protocols, powering by machine
learning, to enable fast charging and
minimise degradation.
Predicting the state of health
and the remaining useful lifespan
of lithium-ion batteries is critical as
new technologies come online and
demand better battery technologies.
According to the scientists
involved in these various projects
this work will help to aid in the
development of safer and more
reliable batteries for a host of new
devices – from electric vehicles to all
forms of consumer electronics.
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he Covid-19 pandemic has shone
a bright light on the capacity of
the healthcare system to cope
with the numbers who need to access
it. But long-term trends in population
profiles were already driving changes
in attitudes in the healthcare sector
to the use of technology and what it
could do to alleviate the burden of
nurses and doctors.
Jacqui Finn, global head of digital
health at Cambridge Consultants,
points to population statistics that
indicate the number of over-sixties will
exceed two billion by 2050.
“Elderly people have more chronic
and persistent conditions. It’s
estimated that, to treat them, we
will need 18 million extra healthcare
professionals,” Finn notes. “We are
looking at a 55 per cent increase
in the next decade. And it takes
ten years to train a physician to be
impactful in an area of their choice.
We need to look at doing things
differently: we can’t continue with
business as usual.”
One area where technology
could make a big difference in both
efficiency and care is in the hospital
itself.
“When I was looking at sepsis
I was really shocked,” says Finn,
pointing to the 50,000 people who
die from it every year. “It’s more than
heart attacks in under-75s. It’s vital
that we detect a deteriorating patient
quickly.”
In the UK, this normally follows
a largely manual track-and-trigger
system. Nursing staff visit each
patient in turn to record six
parameters including breathing,
consciousness and oxygen saturation.
The readings are translated into
scores that if they add up to five
indicate a high risk of sepsis. But
the assessment is episodic outside
intensive care, taking place every few
hours at best. In the hospital bed
serious problems such as sepsis can
set in far more quickly than can be
tracked by the periodic bedside visits.
“We need to move from episodic to
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PAGING DR BEEP
Wearables for healthcare are back on the list of options for
treatment, as Chris Edwards discovers

continuous monitoring,” Finn says.
Wearables armed with biosensors
are obvious options. As part of a trial
to work whether electronic sensors will
cut the workload of nurses, a small
hospital in rural Australia claimed to
be the first to deploy an automated
patient-monitoring across all its beds.
The Kilcoy Hospital north of
Brisbane in Queensland only has 20
beds in total but the hospital expects,
if it successful, the technology could
be used not just in other facilities but
to monitor patients as they recover in
their own homes. The core of the trial
is the Patient Status Engine developed
by Isansys, which works with a variety
of sensors.
Keith Errey, cofounder and CEO
of Isansys, reckons the total saving
in nursing could be 15 million hours
in the Australian healthcare system
alone.
An issue for hospitals, which
inevitably have a high throughput
of patients, is the cost of deploying
wearables.

Above: As we move
from episodic
to continuous
monitoring,
wearables will have
an important role
to play

“Continuous monitoring seems a
slam dunk but it’s an expensive thing
to do. Wearable patches have to be
treated as consumables. It’s costly
and not really sustainable. The ideal
is to have monitoring units above
the bed rather than using wearables
and access the six vital signs in a
contactless fashion,” Finn argues.
“I think this type of system could be
available in the next decade. But there
are several hurdles to overcome.”
The current prototype developed
at Cambridge Consultants uses three
cameras: one performing thermal
imaging for skin temperature; and a
combination of visible-light and timeof-flight cameras for heart rate and
blink rate, which is used as a proxy for
consciousness.
The system captures the heart
rate every second and is gradually
improving performance when it comes
to dealing with the wide range of
skin tones that such a system would
need to handle in deployment. At the
moment, people with skin tones at
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the darker end of the Fitzpatrick scale,
which is used to gauge these tones,
suffer from noise and have to be
backed up with a contact sensor.

The ‘Holy Grail’
However, there is one parameter
that eludes a contactless system
and is problematic even for low-cost
wearables.
“Blood pressure is the holy grail
for contactless. But we think our rig
is sufficiently advanced to be able to
work on cracking that,” Finn says.
But five out of six may be good
enough to justify bedside contactless
monitoring with the remaining elusive
parameter handled using regular
measurements with a standard
cuff or a wearable sensor. Even
for wearables, blood pressure is a
problem without the pressurised cuff,
which would be highly intrusive in a
continuously worn device.
Researchers have proposed a
number of systems that use the same
kind of pulse reading at the wrist or
from a fingertip as that used for heartrate to try to infer blood pressure.
Systems tend to be sensitive to
body position and Omron claims to
have overcome the problems with a
wrist-worn smartwatch but it uses a
miniature form of inflatable cuff.
For longer-term care, the cost of
wearables becomes far less of an
issue and the market increasingly
overlaps with consumer-grade
wellness monitors, from FitBits to
dedicated sensors for monitoring
sleep quality, glucose levels and other
specific needs.
Suppliers such as CarePredict and
Owlytics see wearables as important
tools for monitoring the condition of
residents in long-term care homes.
CarePredict’s design, for example,
works together with fixed infrared
emitters detected by the wearables
to help locate each resident as they
move around.
In the shorter term, the Covid19 pandemic has focused attention
on what might be possible with
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consumer-grade devices. Although it
is unclear what value they will bring to
epidemic control and the healthcare
services in charge of the response,
a number of institutions around the
world are recruiting users of fitness
and wellness wearables with some
focusing on clinical-grade devices.
Germany which is already operating
a widespread tracking system based
on clinical tests is looking to expand
its ability to plan by accessing fitnesstracking data.
The Robert Koch Institute, the
agency responsible for disease control
and prevention in Germany, aims to
use an app developed by start-up
Thryve to collect data from popular
smartwatches and fitness wristbands.
Though it is starting with 5 per
cent of the state’s population of fewer
than 40,000 people, Liechtenstein
is to distribute wristbands originally
developed for pregnant women to help
monitor temperature, breathing and

“Blood pressure
is the holy grail
for contactless.
But we think our
rig is sufficiently
advanced to be
able to work on
cracking that.”
Jacqui Finn

between Covid-19 infection and
symptoms that show up on wearables
are not clear but Victor Camlek,
principal analyst at Frost & Sullivan,
says the data collected is likely to be
useful. “Anything that shows changes
helps. It may not be clinical tool
and not able to provide a detailed
diagnosis but people conducting the
surveys can find different aspects
of the diseases they haven’t known
about before. We have been finding
that asymptomatic carriers are very
much a challenge so anything that
shows a difference that could be
warning sign will help. As we get into
the data analytics for this, anything
that provides accurate data will have
a place.”
Camlek says the use of wearables
to help in healthcare rather than just
functioning as fitness indicators for
users is likely to continue one the first
wave of the pandemic passes. Social
distancing may continue for some

heartrate.
In the US, Duke University has
kicked off a programme called
CovIdentify to try to align medical
diagnoses with longer-term data from
consumer wearables that might show
early warnings of infection.
Work at Assuta Hospital in
Ashdod, Israel is focusing on the
blood-oxygen sensors that are found
in a significant minority of wearables
and smartphones in the belief
that oxygenation shows a stronger
connection between easily readable
metrics and infection than other
readings.
At this stage, the correlations

Above: One
parameter that has
eluded contactless
systems and is
problematic even for
low-cost wearables
is blood pressure

time and hospitals and surgeries
may put much more emphasis on
telemedicine. “The ability to have
virtual visits becomes more valuable
for the practitioner. We don’t want it
to be a slam-dunk decision that if you
get sick you go to the hospital unless
you have a requirement for a critical
intervention. You can instead use a
wearable device to collect data and
use more video interaction.
“The pandemic has placed a
spotlight on telehealth tools that have
the opportunity to prove themselves.
The major problem they will face is:
will they scale? And how do we make
sense of the data they collect?”
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xygen saturation,
electrocardiography, blood
pressure, and respiration rates
are all key parameters that need to be
measured and monitored closely. With
an ageing population and the growing
cost of healthcare, access to this type
of medical monitoring equipment,
outside of a hospital, is now becoming
more important.
Multiparameter monitors need
to be accurate, small, and able to
operate for a long period of time from
a single battery charge.
Many such systems look to
combine two or more measurements
and each one is performed by a
dedicated analogue front end,
resulting in the need for several chips,
each with its own analogue-to-digital
converter (ADC), its own interface to
the main processor, and several power
supplies and reference voltages that
need to be decoupled.
As a result, there are many
redundant building blocks, which is
certainly not ideal from a size and
power perspective. In a wearable
system, the aim is usually to have
one main signal chain to which each
sensor can be connected – but a new
family of biomedical front ends is
looking to address this.
The ADPD4000 has been designed
around two identical receive channels,
which can be sampled simultaneously.
Each is differentially built, which
makes it possible to measure any
sensor input in either a single-ended
or differential measuring mode.
The input stage is a
transimpedance amplifier, with
programmable gain, followed by
a band-pass filter and integrator,
capable of integrating 7.5 pC per
sample.
The ADC is a 14-bit successive
approximation register (SAR) converter
with a maximum sampling rate of 1
MSPS. In front of each of the signal
chains is an 8-channel multiplexer that
gives the front end flexibility in routing
the various sensor signals into the
AFE.
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DELIVERING A BIOMEDICAL

ALL-ROUNDER

Delivering one main signal chain is a critical requirement,
when it comes to wearable mulitparameter monitoring
devices. Jan-Hein Broeders explains

Various signals can be measured
and it is possible to modify the AFE
as an optical front end, for instance,
to measure either optical heart rate or
oxygen saturation. In this mode, the
photocurrent is measured, so a high
transimpedance input stage is needed
to convert current into a voltage.
Interference, coming from ambient
light, also needs to be cancelled.
Next to a receive signal chain, the
chip supports eight output drivers,
which can be used to provide stimuli.
Each can configure one or more
outputs to drive LEDs for an optical
measurement, or one or more driver
outputs can be used as excitation
for impedance measurement,
either to measure skin impedance
or electrode impedance - which
affects the measurement quality
- while performing a biopotential
measurement.

Figure 1: High level
block diagram of the
ADPD4000 family

The chip has been designed to
allow the user to pre-program each
configuration or measurement in
a certain time slot – up to 12 time
slots are supported - which makes
the system easy to use once it is
configured. Additionally, the chip
does not require additional processor
resources, keeping the system’s
overall power consumption at a
minimum.
On the chip, oversampling improves
the effective number of bits (ENOB)
of the ADC. The decimated data
path is 32 bits wide. Measurement
results can be stored in a 256-byte
or 512-byte deep FIFO (ADPD400x vs.
ADPD410x).
There is an integrated time stamp
function to support synchronisation
among data samples, which is
required once multiple sensor data
are used to find correlation among the
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various measurement results.
Each time slot starts with a
precondition pulse, followed by
a stimulus pulse and, finally, the
photodiode current or signal from
another sensor signal that is sampled
by the ADC.
After power up, followed by a
reset operation, the chip enters
sleep mode. After waking up the
chip, it’s possible to sequentially
sample two ECG signals, followed by
an optical measurement to perform
a SpO2 reading and an impedance
measurement to measure skin
conductance (EDA/stress).

ECG measurement made easy
An ECG is the measurement of an
electric signal generated by the human
heart, due to depolarization and
repolarization of the heart muscle per
every heartbeat.
The signal is typically 0.5 mV to 4
mV in amplitude and measured over
a frequency range from 0.05 Hz up to
40 Hz. It can be performed to solely
measure heart rate, but practitioners
are more interested in the waveform
itself, which can be used as a
measure for cardiac performance or a
pre-warning to a potential cardiac.
The cardiac activity is monitored
by attaching electrodes to the skin
and for good contact wet electrodes
are typically used. The most popular
are silver/silver-chloride (Ag/AgCl)
electrodes.
In out-of-hospital applications,
these electrodes are very
uncomfortable and can easily dry
out or start to irritate the skin.
Furthermore, though dry electrodes are
often used, the contact between skin
and electrode is degraded leading to
less accurate readings.
The ADPD4000 uses a voltage
input, and the ECG circuit measures
electrical charge accumulated on a
sensing capacitor. With an optimised
time-constant calculated from the
passive RC network and sampling
rate, the charging process eliminates
the variation on the skin-to-electrode
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contact impedance. This ECG circuit
has inherent immunity to variations
in the skin-to-electrode contact
impedance.
In Figure 2 two ECG waveforms
are shown. The blue one has been
measured with a good quality
electrode, having a series impedance
of 51 kΩ and 47 nF capacitance. The
red waveform has been measured
with a poor quality electrode and has
a 510 kΩ contact impedance with
4.7 nF capacitance. It is possible to
see that the ADPD4000 is measuring
both waveforms, almost identically,
independent of the electrode quality.
This is a huge advantage of this
front end over other solutions currently
on the market.
An additional advantage is that this
circuit is extremely power efficient,
it doesn’t have to be active while
capturing the ECG signal on the charge
capacitor. Another advantage is that it
consumes 150 µW to 200 µW.

Author details
Jan-Hein
Broeders,
Healthcare
Business
Development
Manager, Analog
Devices

PPG and bioimpedance
For optical and bioimpedance
measurements, LED drivers are
required to emit light and to excite a
current into the body, respectively. In
many optical systems, more than just
one wavelength is used, which makes
the chip’s versatility very desirable.
The ADPD4000 has eight output
drivers, where four channels can
be used simultaneously with a
programmable output current of
maximum 200 mA per channel or 400

Figure 2: Two
ECG waveforms
measured with
different electrodes

WEARABLE MONITORS

mA for the total driver section.
Depending on the configuration, it
is possible to operate multiple time
slots, each with its own wavelengths
to measure optical heart rate, SpO2,
hydration, or dehydration etc.
Each receive signal chain has
a programmable transimpedance
amplifier followed by a dual-stage
rejection block to cancel out ambient
light interferers. The signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR) of the transmit/receive
signal chain is up to 100 dB, which
makes the device useful for noisesensitive optical measurements such
as oxygen saturation measurement or
blood pressure estimation.
The power consumption of the
optical system very much depends
on the system configuration such as
sampling and decimation rate, and the
LED current used.
Many wearable systems measure
skin conductance for applications
like EDA, stress, or mental-state
monitoring.
An excitation current is needed
in order to measure a voltage drop.
The ADPD4000 supports this and
the chip can be configured in a
2- or 4-wire measuring mode. An
enhanced waveform generator and
DFT engine are not included, so in
case impedance spectroscopy is
required, the AD5940 should be used
as a companion chip to complement
the ADPD4000. The impedance
function also can be used to measure
electrode quality or for lead-off
detection.

Almost ideal?
The ADPD4000/ADPD4001 looks
to address the challenges designers
face when working on wearable
devices, body patches, or drug delivery
systems, where performance, size,
and power dissipation are critical
specifications.
While both the ADPD4000 and
4001 have reached volume production
a next generation, ADPD4100/4101,
is now expected to become available
in the first half of 2020.
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RAISING THE GAME
Wearable technology is being used to change the

way in which performance analysis is carried out in
football, as New Electronics discovers

F

or many years, the popularity of
wearable electronic devices as
activity trackers in daily life has
increased significantly.
In fact, according to a recent
study, the number of wearable
connected devices in the world
is estimated at 593 million and
prior to the COVID-19 crisis had
been expected to double this year,
according to figures from the Statista
Research Department published in
2019.
The research suggested that high
and fast adoption rates were due to a
greater awareness of these devices’
benefits in terms of wellness and
healthcare which had, in turn, led to
an explosion in both innovation and
growing exposure in recent years.
While the use of these devices
has become generalised for running
many other sports, such as football,
are also looking for more accurate
and tailored athletic performance
analysis tools and wearable
technology is being used to address
specific issues.
For many athletes this type of
technology can be used to monitor
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heart rates, distance covered, energy
expenditure during training, blood
oxygen levels, as well as providing
sleep and body temperature analysis.
A better understanding of the
athlete’s sporting capabilities is
seen as necessary in order to make
the right tactical decisions for both
improved levels of efficiency and
performance.
The tools used to compare results
from one session to another also
provide an insight into the limits of
the athlete’s fitness. They can also
be used to plan proper recovery from
injury as well as preventing injuries
happening in the first place, as well
as ensuring that training programmes
are tailored specifically for the needs
of the individual athlete.
Wearables are becoming an
essential component in delivering
improved levels of performance,
reducing the risk of injury and better
managing return-to-play initiatives.

Technological challenges
Despite significant technological
progress in the IoT (Internet of
Things), consumers are still looking

for better, faster and smaller devices.
When it comes to athletes, they
will also be looking for a simple,
performing and non-invasive
connected device, with high autonomy
that is well designed.
These market requirements
obviously have an impact on the
manufacturing companies which
have their own challenges. Firstly, in
terms of design: the challenge is to
integrate all the electronics required
in the smallest possible space, if
possible in an accessory already
worn by the athlete to avoid the
additional annoyance of carrying more
equipment.
A second challenge concerns
power consumption. It is well known
that wireless communications and
GPS systems are high energy users.
Designers have to find ingenious
solutions to find the best compromise
to lower power consumption, while
keeping the device as small as
possible, with the right characteristics
(strong, waterproof, etc.) for risk-free
use in the athlete’s environment.

Football players and clubs
In the race to improve athletic
performance, football is no exception.
While many sports have been
using technology such as smart
footballs, connected basketballs and
tennis racquets with inbuilt sensors,
when it comes to measuring the
performance of football players, how
and what you measure to monitor
performance has posed some real
problems for the sport.
Sport industries have taken up
these issues, however, and are now
proposing several kinds of football
performance acquisition tools.
As wearing a watch is not allowed
by the sport, sensors are either held
by a strap on the ankle or put in a
vest. However, these options satisfy
the demand only partially: the football
player or the technical staff will only
be able to access metrics that are
more or less accurate depending on
the technology adopted.
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For example, devices using radio
waves allow real-time transmission
of data. However, this implies that
the player’s movement is calculated
approximately based on the number
of steps and the distance between
the steps, which has a direct impact
on the accuracy of the results.
GPS trackers are often used to
overcome this restriction. They are
combined with motion sensors to
deliver very accurate metrics such
as distance covered, average and
maximum speed, playing time, etc.
Depending on the level of technicality,
these types of device can be very
expensive and none of the solutions
using a strap or a vest have managed
to solve the problems associated with
comfort or bulkiness.
A French company, VBKAM, has
come up with a solution that equips
a shin pad (mandatory for footballers)
with a GPS tracker and an inertial
motion sensor for an accurate
acquisition of the player’s geolocation
and performance data.

Smart management of electronics
The device, called Tibtop Connect,
is composed of a shin guard with
embedded electronics, a data
processing server platform and
mobile applications for post-match
analysis for both professionals and
amateurs. The challenge was how to
integrate all the necessary electronics
into a small and specific form factor,
while keeping the performance

needed to obtain accurate
metrics for in-depth analysis.
An omnidirectional GPS
antenna combined with
an inertial motion sensor
(accelerometer, gyroscope
and magnetometer) tracks
the achievements of each
individual/team member.
On top of the usual
metrics (distance covered,
average and maximum
speed, playing time, pace,
high intensity sprints), the
system also includes the
number of balls kicked,
the shooting power and
provides numerous
tactical analysis
possibilities such as movement
replay, coverage map and preferential
circuit.
The figure below shows the
distribution of the electronics while
respecting the shin pad shape
constraints.
The battery’s autonomy and power
consumption are also key features.
When there is no data transmission,
the sensors remain inactive and the
device switches to standby mode to
save power.
Wi-Fi is a standard wireless
network that offers high data
throughput but often at the cost of
high power consumption. Bluetooth
Low Energy (BLE) is designed for
short range communication and is
a low-power version of the other

Bluetooth wireless
communication
technologies.
In the case of Tibtop
Connect, a clever power
management solution
using alternatively
Bluetooth Low Energy
and Wi-Fi has been
implemented to ensure
that the system consumes
little power enabling up to 6
hours activity and recharges
very quickly (1h30 from 0 %
to 100 %).
The electronics must also
be well protected against
shocks and water to ensure
reliable operation.
The Tibtop shin guard
is made of a rigid, light and highly
resistant shell compliant with the CEEN13061 standard.
A coating or tropicalization of the
PCBs ensures that the system is
waterproof and highly resistant to
shocks and vibrations.

Analysis tools

Figure 1: An
exploded view of the
TibTop Connect
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The new performance analysis tools
dedicated to football are a real
technological breakthrough for all
players and technical staff, who can
now shape training based on the
progress observed and the objectives
targeted.
Innovative connected sport
equipment such as Tibtop Connect
will greatly enhance the comfort of
the athletes.
The performance of the connected
devices is also being improved with
the smart management of wireless
communication technologies resulting
in better autonomy and more
accurate data.
It is clear that the IoT has a major
role to play in improving footballers’
performance and preventing
injuries, and this technology is
quickly becoming ubiquitous and
fast becoming normal in much the
way that boots and shin guards are
viewed today.
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he Internet of Things (IoT),
Industry 4.0, digital health and
greater prevalence of wearable
electronics all rely heavily on the
use of sensing devices that it simply
won’t be practical to plug into a mains
socket.
Having to regularly replace
batteries can prove impractical though,
especially if sensors are situated in
remote or difficult to access locations.
Interest in energy harvesting
technology has been growing for many
years, with new implementations
being based on thermal gradients,
photovoltaics, vibrational forces, RF,
etc. The rate at which these are being
initiated, however, is still relatively low,
which suggests that things have not
matured as quickly as was originally
envisioned with underlying doubts
holding back widespread adoption.
How to glean enough energy
is proving difficult, plus there are
perhaps still some lingering concerns
about the returns on investment.
At Embedded World earlier this
year, Dr Peter Spies of the Fraunhofer
IIS, talked to New Electronics about
the research his team are heavily
involved in developing next generation
microelectronic solutions for energy
harvesting purposes, with a broad
variety of industrial use cases being
covered.
According to Dr Spies, “One of the
issues with extracting energy from
the surrounding environment is, of
course, that it is not constant. In most
situations, external conditions will
keep changing over time and therefore
so will the output levels that are
available.
“This is why effective power point
tracking and impedance matching are
both so vital.
“Another issue to be aware of is
that the characteristics of deployed
energy harvesting apparatus will also
vary considerably, from one unit to
another.”
According to Dr Spies, “For all
of these reasons having access to
sophisticated power management is
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SQUEEZING EVERY DROP!
New power management architectures look set to shake-up the
world of energy harvesting, reports Mike Seren
of critical importance. It
will let the system adapt
so that it better addresses
the specific energy profile.
This will permit the largest
possible amount of
energy to be drawn by the
system and ensure that
operational efficiency
figures are maximised.”
One of the major
challenges faced
by companies and
organisations involved in
the power management
aspect of energy
harvesting is trying to keep the
start-up voltage, needed to activate
devices, as low as possible.
The lower the threshold at which
energy can start to be extracted,
the better the chance the system is
able to survive without dependency
on current from a depleting battery
source.
Rather than trying to tackle the
problem through novel semiconductor
processes, the Fraunhofer IIS team
have concentrated their efforts
on creating innovative power
architectures.
At their heart is DC/DC converter
circuitry which is based on the
utilisation of a Meissner oscillator
connected to a JFET (or in some cases
a zero threshold MOSFET).
A key differentiator here is that the
diodes which would normally feature
in such an arrangement are replaced
by MOSFETs (since they don’t have
the same voltage drop issues). As a
result, far greater degrees of efficiency
can be realised (reaching over 90%),
and it also enables energy extraction
to be initiated at much lower levels.

Figure 1: Example
of a Fraunhofer IIS
energy harvesting IC

In relation to thermally-oriented
energy harvesting, for example,
this has allowed the institute’s
thermoelectric generator (TEG)
implementations to produce currents
from just a few Kelvins of temperature
difference (needing only a tiny
20mV start-up voltage), and at peak
performance outputting up to 100µW
of power per Kelvin.
With additional active rectifiers,
built using MOSFETs instead of
diodes, these TEGs even permit
current to be drawn from negative
thermal gradients.

“Another issue
to be aware
of is that the
characteristics
of deployed
energy harvesting
apparatus
will also vary
considerably,
from one unit to
another.”
Dr Peter Spies

Inventive topologies
e-Peas, a Belgian firm, that has gained
considerable market traction with
large scale deployments in numerous
industrial sites, as well as success
in livestock tracking applications,
has developed a topology which sees
self-oscillating loops incorporated
into each of its AEM series power
management ICs, to facilitate start-up
at the earliest feasible stage (and
eliminate the need for a gate driver
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approach).
These oscillating circuits operate
alongside the main boost converter so that when the power output gets to
a level that is high enough, the boost
converter takes over (thereby enabling
more efficient operational performance
to be achieved).
The setup means that energy
can be drawn efficiently from the
environment across a much more
extensive range of input voltages
- starting off at very low levels and
carrying on all the way up to several
orders of magnitude above this.
For instance, in a solar context an
e-Peas IC can work with a photovoltaic
cell that is generating a mere 3µW,
but will also support multiple cells
pumping out as much as 500mW of
power.
In order that the system can
respond to variations occurring in the
environmental conditions, maximum
power point tracking (MPPT) is applied
on a continuous basis (usually at
5s intervals). This feature is easily
configurable though, so that the end
user can adjust the regularity to fit the
particular system requirements.
NOWI Energy is a venture-backed
enterprise that is focusing its attention
on body-worn and IoT-driven solutions
for scavenging minuscule amounts
of energy, through incorporation into
consumer and medical monitoring
products.
It offers a comprehensive ICbased intelligent power management
subsystem that is applicable to RF
(including use of Wi-Fi signals), solar
or thermal deployment.
This highly integrated subsystem
takes up only a small amount of
board space (12 square mm in total)
as it doesn’t require inclusion of any
inductor components (which also
lowers the bill-of-materials costs)
and calls for the addition of just one
external capacitor.
The company estimates that it can
reduce the board real estate that a
conventional solution would occupy
by a factor of at least 10 (often 20).
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The quick-acting MPPT has a settling
time of less than 1s, and the efficiency
of the boost converter is up to 90%. As
well as selling hardware, NOWI is also
licensing its IP to several companies in
the consumer sector.

Figure 2: An e-Peas
AEM10941 power
management IC for
photovoltaic use
cases

Mechanical vibrations
Anthony Quelen, Senior Analogue
Designer at CEA-LETI, has been
leading a research project that
involves the conversion of on-going
mechanical vibrations into electricity
using an oscillating magnet placed
within a coil, alongside a proprietary IC
that features a real-time optimal input
impedance generator and a unique
boost architecture with no off-chip
components needed.
Applicable for deployment on trains,
industrial motors etc., the harvester
setup requires low output impedance
and low voltage characteristics (due to
the boost architecture), relying on high
currents to augment power efficiencies
over a large output power range.

Figure 3: NOWI
Energy’s compact
power management
solution aimed
at IoT/wearable
deployment

POWER MANAGEMENT
ARCHITECTURES
As the continuous vibrations need
to correspond to the natural frequency
of the harvester coil, they must be of
a steady and predicable nature - with
the harvester parameters being set
accordingly inside the IC (so that they
exactly match requirements).
The complete solution is
streamlined - comprising of just
the harvester coil (which has
approximately the same diameter
as a 2 Euro coin), an energy storage
reserve (namely a battery cell or
supercapacitor) and the power
management IC (which is fabricated
using a standard CMOS process).
The need for external capacitor or
inductor components has been totally
removed.
“By working with partners, we
now have a very effective prototype
solution,” said Quelen. “The IC
achieves more than twice the energy
extraction figures from periodic
vibrations that a full-bridge rectifier
would and quadruples what can be
taken from mechanical shocks.”
This equates to as much as 50mW
of power generation, with overall
efficiency levels climbing to 95.9%.
“The next phase is for us to
license this technology to a power
semiconductor manufacturer, so that
it can get true commercial uptake.”
There is certainly a growing number
of different ways via which energy
can be drawn from the world that
surrounds us - with each having its
own innate merits, depending on the
application scenario.
Likewise, numerous
tactics are now being
explored regarding how best
to ensure wastage remains
negligible and that every
precious mW of available
power is fully exploited.
Research institutes,
university spin-outs and
fledgling firms are all coming
up with ingenious power
management topologies that
may well challenge what the
established IDMs can offer.
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ith the exponential growth of
connected devices such as
refrigerators, and washing
machines in private households, the
demand for IoT-connected devices
has also increased in industrial
applications, for example in the form
of remote monitoring of machines to
predict potential failures.
In order to monitor any mainspowered devices, there is a simple
way to design a system that
measures the current and voltage of
a 230-VAC-powered device and the
placement of the monitored currentand power-data into the cloud.
It is important to note that the
described design can be used to
measure current, voltage, active
power, apparent power and power
factor but it is not a VDE-certified
solution for an electricity meter
because such systems must sample
voltage and current simultaneously.
The only difference is the multiplexed
sampling but the rest of the system
could also be applied to an e-meter/
smart meter.
It is possible to prototype an
isolated current sensing system
with an isolated amplifier and a
SimpleLink Wi-Fi CC3200 LaunchPad
development kit. The system has
a peak galvanic isolation of up to
7 kV, compliant with the Verband
der Elektrotechnik, Elektronik und
Informationstechnik V 0884-11 and
Underwriters Laboratories 1577
standards.
Using evaluation modules
(EVMs) shortens development time
drastically because you don’t have to
develop the hardware, and can test
the main functions before starting
development.
In the example described here,
we have used the AMC1311 EVM to
match the input voltage range of the
Launchpad development kit, which is
intended to measure ground-based
voltages.
This EVM includes two operational
amplifiers (TLV6001) which are used
to convert the differential output of
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CLOUD ACCESS
How to deliver reinforced current and power measurement for IoTrelated devices. By Hans-Günter Kremser

the isolated amplifier to a single
ended output and adjust the output
common mode voltage to match the
ADC’s input common mode voltage.
A multiplexer before the ADC
alternately samples the mains voltage
and current. A single-chip wireless
microcontroller with an Arm Cortex-M4
core calculates the root-mean-square
(RMS) voltage, RMS current, active
power, apparent power and power
factor, as shown in Figure 1.
Because the European Union set
the standard for the mains voltage
in Europe as 230 V, ±10%, the
measured current in the prototype
system will also vary by ±10% (plus

Figure 1: Power
meter block diagram

Figure 2: Voltage
measurement
schematics

component tolerances). For voltage
and current measurements, the
isolation amplifier evaluation module
provides not only an isolation barrier
for the signal but also an isolated
power supply.
Due to relatively small signal
amplitudes and to avoid additional
spikes on the signals, the secondary
side of the isolated amplifier is
powered by a non-switching power
supply based on a transformer,
rectifier and the LM7805 fixed voltage
regulator.
The average current drawn from
the power supply has been measured
with 200 mA by an ampere-meter.
The drop voltage of the lowdropout regulator (LDO) could be an
area of concern; therefore this has
to be analysed: The voltage drop
is 5 V, which results in a power
dissipation of 1 W. With a thermal
resistance of 23.9°C/W, the LDO
will heat up to ambient temperature
plus 23.9°C. That is about 45°C,
which is well below the operating
free-air temperature range of 125°C,
specified in the LM7805 datasheet.
The primary side is powered by an
isolated supply based on the SN6501
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transformer driver plus a transformer,
two Schottky diodes and an LDO.

oversampling ratio of 312.
The following equations are
𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐 𝐕𝐕𝐕𝐕∙√𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐∙𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐 Ω
implemented in the microcontroller
𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐 𝐕𝐕𝐕𝐕∙√𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐∙𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐
𝐕𝐕𝐕𝐕∙√𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐∙𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐 Ω
Ω = 𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏. 𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏 𝐤𝐤𝐤𝐤
𝐑𝐑𝐑𝐑 𝐒𝐒𝐒𝐒 = 𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐
𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐.𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐 𝐕𝐕𝐕𝐕
𝐑𝐑𝐑𝐑 𝐒𝐒𝐒𝐒𝐒𝐒𝐒𝐒 =
= 𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏. 𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏 𝐤𝐤𝐤𝐤
𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐.𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐 𝐕𝐕𝐕𝐕
𝐕𝐕𝐕𝐕
𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐.𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐
software:

Voltage measurement
In order to match the isolated
amplifier’s maximum linear input
voltage range of ±250 mV, Equation
1 calculates the series resistor for
a 100-Ω shunt parallel to the input
pins as:
𝐑𝐑𝐑𝐑 𝐒𝐒𝐒𝐒 =

𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐 𝐕𝐕𝐕𝐕∙√𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐∙𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐 Ω
𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐.𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐 𝐕𝐕𝐕𝐕

= 𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏. 𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏 𝐤𝐤𝐤𝐤Ω

Effective current and voltage:

Effective current
current and
Effective
andvoltage:
voltage:
𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏

)𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐
𝑰𝑰𝑰𝑰𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹 = � 𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏 ∑𝑵𝑵𝑵𝑵
=𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏 𝑰𝑰𝑰𝑰𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔 (𝒊𝒊𝒊𝒊
𝑵𝑵𝑵𝑵
∑𝒊𝒊𝒊𝒊𝑵𝑵𝑵𝑵
𝑰𝑰𝑰𝑰𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹
𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹 = �𝑵𝑵𝑵𝑵
𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔
𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔 (𝒊𝒊𝒊𝒊)𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐
=𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏
𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏 𝑰𝑰𝑰𝑰𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔
𝑵𝑵𝑵𝑵 𝒊𝒊𝒊𝒊𝒊𝒊𝒊𝒊=
𝑵𝑵𝑵𝑵
𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏

𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐
𝑽𝑽𝑽𝑽𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹 = � 𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏 ∑𝑵𝑵𝑵𝑵
𝑵𝑵𝑵𝑵
=𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏 𝑽𝑽𝑽𝑽𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔 (𝒊𝒊𝒊𝒊) 𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐
𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐
𝑵𝑵𝑵𝑵 𝒊𝒊𝒊𝒊𝑵𝑵𝑵𝑵
𝑽𝑽𝑽𝑽𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹
𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹 = � ∑𝒊𝒊𝒊𝒊𝒊𝒊𝒊𝒊=
𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔
𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔 (𝒊𝒊𝒊𝒊)
=𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏
𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏 𝑽𝑽𝑽𝑽𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔
𝑵𝑵𝑵𝑵
𝑵𝑵𝑵𝑵

× I×RMS
Apparent power
Apparent
power= =VRMS
VRMS
IRMS
Apparent power = VRMS
RMS × IRMS
RMS

(1)

If using one resistor only and it
Effective current and voltage:
burns for whatever reason, this can
create
a short to the input voltage
𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐
∑𝑵𝑵𝑵𝑵
𝒊𝒊𝒊𝒊=𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏 𝑰𝑰𝑰𝑰𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔 (𝒊𝒊𝒊𝒊)
and then the AMC1301 will be
𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐
∑𝑵𝑵𝑵𝑵
𝒊𝒊𝒊𝒊=𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏 𝑽𝑽𝑽𝑽𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔 (𝒊𝒊𝒊𝒊)
disturbed. Therefore we use several
in series and if one burns
IRMS
Apparent power = VRMS ×resistors
the system stays alive.
𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏
𝑽𝑽𝑽𝑽
𝑰𝑰𝑰𝑰𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔 (𝒊𝒊𝒊𝒊)
Active power = ∑𝑵𝑵𝑵𝑵
𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔 (𝒊𝒊𝒊𝒊) ×
𝑵𝑵𝑵𝑵 𝒊𝒊𝒊𝒊=𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏 𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔
With
the
AMC1301’s fixed
𝑨𝑨𝑨𝑨𝑨𝑨𝑨𝑨𝑨𝑨𝑨𝑨𝒊𝒊𝒊𝒊𝑨𝑨𝑨𝑨𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔 voltage
𝑷𝑷𝑷𝑷𝑷𝑷𝑷𝑷𝑷𝑷𝑷𝑷𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝑷𝑷𝑷𝑷
gain
of 8.2, this results in a
=
𝑨𝑨𝑨𝑨𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝑨𝑨𝑨𝑨𝑨𝑨𝑨𝑨 𝑷𝑷𝑷𝑷𝑷𝑷𝑷𝑷𝑷𝑷𝑷𝑷𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝑷𝑷𝑷𝑷
maximum peak-to-peak output voltage
of 2.05 V. Because the integrated
single-ended ADC input range of
the microcontroller is specified with
a voltage range of 0 V to 1.45 V,
the signal needs to be reduced in
amplitude and level shifted.
For optimum performance,
this can be achieved by using the
two operational amplifiers on the
AMC1311 evaluation module. Figure
2 shows the circuit simulated by
TINA-TI software.
Figure 3 shows the simulation
results. The 230-VAC mains voltage
is divided down to the input voltage,
Vinput, of the isolated amplifier. The
figure also shows the output voltage,
Voutput, and the ADC input voltage,
Vadc.

𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏

The current measurement schematics
are exactly the same as the voltage
schematics, except for the input to
the isolation amplifier. With a 10-mΩ
shunt resistor and a maximum current
of 16 A, the input voltage results in
a peak amplitude of 226 mV. Again,
you will have to adapt the output
voltage to the ADC input the same
way as when measuring the voltage.
The shunt’s power dissipation needs
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Power factor =

FIGURE 5

As shown in Figure 4, the current
waveform does not look like a sine
wave, which is expected for non100% resistive loads. This is the
reason for simultaneous sampling in
electricity meters. But this system
uses a sampling frequency of 62.5
Ksps for the 50-Hz mains frequency.
This results in 20 ms/32 µs = 625
samples (Isample, Vsample) per period
for voltage and 625 samples for
current, which is equivalent to an

𝑵𝑵𝑵𝑵
𝑵𝑵𝑵𝑵

𝑨𝑨𝑨𝑨𝑨𝑨𝑨𝑨𝑨𝑨𝑨𝑨𝒊𝒊𝒊𝒊𝑨𝑨𝑨𝑨𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔 𝑷𝑷𝑷𝑷𝑷𝑷𝑷𝑷𝑷𝑷𝑷𝑷𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝑷𝑷𝑷𝑷
𝑨𝑨𝑨𝑨𝑨𝑨𝑨𝑨𝑨𝑨𝑨𝑨𝒊𝒊𝒊𝒊𝑨𝑨𝑨𝑨
𝑨𝑨𝑨𝑨𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔
𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔 𝑷𝑷𝑷𝑷𝑷𝑷𝑷𝑷𝑷𝑷𝑷𝑷𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝑷𝑷𝑷𝑷
𝑷𝑷𝑷𝑷𝑷𝑷𝑷𝑷𝑷𝑷𝑷𝑷𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝑷𝑷𝑷𝑷
𝑨𝑨𝑨𝑨𝑨𝑨𝑨𝑨𝑨𝑨𝑨𝑨𝒊𝒊𝒊𝒊

(𝒊𝒊𝒊𝒊)

(𝒊𝒊𝒊𝒊)

𝑷𝑷𝑷𝑷𝑷𝑷𝑷𝑷𝑷𝑷𝑷𝑷𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝑷𝑷𝑷𝑷
Power factor
Power
factor = 𝑨𝑨𝑨𝑨𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝑨𝑨𝑨𝑨𝑨𝑨𝑨𝑨
𝑨𝑨𝑨𝑨𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝑨𝑨𝑨𝑨𝑨𝑨𝑨𝑨 𝑷𝑷𝑷𝑷𝑷𝑷𝑷𝑷𝑷𝑷𝑷𝑷𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝑷𝑷𝑷𝑷

FIGURE 4

to be greater than 0.01 Ω × (16 A)2
= 2.56 W.
Both voltage and current signals
needs to be low-pass-filtered before
the ADC (see Figure 2) because the
isolation amplifier has an internal
clock to sample the data and transmit
it via the capacitive isolation barrier.

∑𝑵𝑵𝑵𝑵

Active power = 𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏 𝒊𝒊𝒊𝒊𝑵𝑵𝑵𝑵
𝑵𝑵𝑵𝑵
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Active power
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Power calculations
Current measurement

POWER MANAGEMENT

Figure 3: Waveforms
for voltage
measurement
Figure 4: AC mains
voltage and current
for a non-resistive
load
Figure 5: Measured
current (in red) and
power (in blue)
shown in the cloud
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In addition to the high
oversampling ratio, the
microcontroller software calculates
the power by multiplying each voltage
sample with its two neighbouring
current samples. This, as expected,
will result in a small if not negligible
error.
The microcontroller software
has been written with the Energia
development platform, with all
measured parameters such as
current, voltage and active power sent
into the cloud once the CC3200 is
connected to a Wi-Fi network. Even
though, for this example, the CC3200
was used to prove the concept, it is
recommended that the functionally
equivalent CC3220, which is a newer
device and supported by the same
software tools is used.
To test the system, it was
connected to an electric 2-kW heater
to the 230-V mains as a load. Figure
5 shows the measured results, with
the current in red and the power in
blue.
It is possible to reduce
development time significantly – and
verify almost any feasibility study – by
building first prototypes with EVMs
and reference designs.
The Energia development platform
allows easy software programming
with lots of example code, and
brings the measured and calculated
data into the cloud for access from
anywhere.
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PROGAMMEABLE PLATFORMS

M

odern design techniques
allow engineers to focus
on their unique value add,
rather than having to reinvent the
wheel for every new invention. Yet it’s
widely accepted that nearly 75% of
Internet of Things (IoT) projects fail.
Not because of an overly stretched
design engineer or flawed design, but
because of the business case, or lack
of one. With all the tools available
it’s easy to get IoT-connected, but not
always when looking at the business
value.
Design engineers can leverage
three key trends when designing for
the Internet of Things (IoT) space
to greatly reduce time to data
visualisation, enabling engineers to
focus on the activities that make their
design significant and valuable.

YOU’RE NOT ON YOUR OWN!
What tools and platforms are available to design engineers when
designing for the IoT space? By Robbie Paul
Rapid prototyping
The first is rapid prototyping. The
key here is to not over-engineer - you
have to keep in mind the most viable
product. In order to get there quickly,
engineers should leverage resources,
such as a reference design library (RDL)
and take a modular-based approach.
There are already complete
ecosystems created such as Arduino,
Raspberry Pi or Adafruit Feather for
engineers to build into. From there
they can select the appropriate add-on
technologies like shields, hats, feather
wings, Click boards, XBee, etc. or
expand via connector ecosystems like
Grove or Qwiic to create an initial proof
of concept.
There’s no need for every engineer
to be an RF expert. Communications
have been simplified with modules
allowing for easy implementation of
everything from Bluetooth and Wi-Fi to
NB-IoT and LoRa.
Design engineers don’t even have to
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understand the differences between
those technologies – there are people
out there that have already done that
work.
A simplified design flow reduces
the overall time to data visualisation.
Free tools, for example Digi-Key’s
Scheme-It and DK IoT Studio allow
designers to produce professional
schematic diagrams and deploy fullycompleted cloud IoT solutions.

Design leverage
IoT design requires knowledge
across multiple disciplines. There’s
a hardware component, a software
component and a cloud component,
and typically those involved with each
of these components are specialty
engineers.
So, if an engineer specialises in
hardware, they might not be as strong
at the software and cloud pieces, and
vice versa. That is why it’s always a
team approach in IoT - because of the

Figure 1: DK IoT
Studio with Adafruit
4450 mini smart
home

IoT DESIGN

multiple disciplines involved.
But that’s also part of the
challenge if you’re at a small start-up
coming up with the next ‘great’ idea
– you don’t necessarily have that
full team of specialised engineers to
hand.
For companies in that position,
there are many online communities
sharing knowledge to further
everyone’s designs, even Amazon and
Google put their code on open source
and engineers just need to pull in the
right APIs to make everything work.
For example, if you want voice
recognition with Alexa or Google
Home, it’s easy to do. You don’t have
to be an expert in voice recognition,
you can just pull the right APIs
and make a call to them and you
seamlessly have voice recognition.
Online communities have set
up forums and project repositories
to share knowledge, and code
repositories like GitHub bring together
millions of developers to share and
build improved solutions.
Leveraging open source
communities as well as hardware
design environments often help
remove barriers to system design and
allow for quicker implementations.
By designing in a tool like the
open source EDA KiCad environment,
engineers can be exposed to
resources for everything from basic
design creation tutorials to a robust
community support network.
Should even greater expertise
be required, there are also design
service providers, a network of design
firms offering fee-based development,
prototyping, manufacturing and
systems integrations services.

Advanced deployment
Beyond getting a single prototype
up and running, when ready to scale
to a production environment or fullfledged deployment, designers have
to bring in the security elements and
consider adding a cloud services layer
to the mix. Most designers can get
to the single prototype stage quickly,
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but scaling takes 10 times more
bandwidth.
When getting to the scaling
stage, a lot of the layers to be added
require more consideration like data
services, remote management and
maintenance.
One of the latest trends has
been sending updates over the air
(OTA), similar to how we receive
phone updates every few months.
Those types of provisioning tools are
important to consider when talking
about a large-scale deployment.
Designers also have to consider
testing as a critical component of
scaling and advanced deployment
requirements, especially when you
involve wireless and RF, which can
be a major pain point. If possible,
designers should consider trying
to partner with testing agencies to
facilitate and improve the hit rate on
testing.
Of course, security is of the
utmost importance and is not always
obvious. For example, take creating
a beer microbrew application where
you’re testing fermentation levels
and temperature and all of those
other elements. If someone puts
that inside a restaurant and it’s all
connected to the same network,
someone may try and tap through
your application to get the credit card
data from the main system.
These are the types of things
that you need to consider in order
to ensure your environment is
secure. You also need to ensure
your data services and elements are
very robust, and that your remote
management is accessible at all
times.

Trends for innovation
Innovation no longer just comes
through the company, whether it’s
a Fortune 500 manufacturer or an
innovative start-up.
Many companies are now hosting
community hackathons and other
idea drivers to come up with feature
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enhancements and other communitysourced ideas.
For example, GE’s FirstBuild
sponsors hackathons looking at ways
to expand the value proposition of
GE equipment. A recent winning team
used an Arduino board interfaced to a
standard GE oven to create a coffee
roasting machine.
Distributors, like Digi-Key, are able
to provide a breadth of product from
suppliers who are able to provide
different pieces of the solution.
Distributors are able to filter out the
noise and take a look at specific IoT
design requirements.
Distributors will not only have the
products, but will be able to support
the entire ecosystem.
Digi-Key also has many tools
to help ensure the success of IoT
solution designers.
The Startup Survival Guide has
been designed to help companies
navigate each step along the Design
Roadmap from Ideation and Concept,
past Prototyping and Design, all the
way to Production, Marketing through
to Post-Sales Support.
A Design Dashboard tool provides
resources and tasks along the
roadmap journey, allowing designers
to track each step.
Another example is Scheme-It,
which is an ideation tool. It is able
to offer a range of more traditional
tools like the BOM Manager to help

Figure 2: The DK
IoT Studio allows
design engineers to
create, deploy and
manage a complete
embedded-to-cloud
IoT solution
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organise all your component needs.
For those engineers just starting
to design for the IoT, Digi-Key has
created a 6-part video series with
Adafruit that talks about all the
elements of an IoT design.
For hands-on learners, Adafruit
4450 is essentially a mini smart
home, but also a great reference
tool for IoT and a way to familiarise
yourself with the DK IoT Studio. This
kit includes complete step-by-step
instructions for use within the DK IoT
Studio.
The IoT Studio is a no coding
required environment that enables an
IoT designer to select from up to 18
different MCU platforms and marry
them to over 100 different sensors
and communication modules and
breakout boards to specify their IoT
design needs.
Each environment includes
the embedded design, a mobile
app, data aggregation, data
transmission, cloud instance and
data visualisation. There is simply
no easier way to get an IoT rapid
prototype up and running. Of course,
you can also leverage all of the code
generated for you in your own IoT
design.
In this day and age, companies
really don’t have to focus on reinventing the wheel. It’s all about
leveraging communities and the
elements of design that already exist.
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wavelengths,
versions.
The two
devices join
processing
applications.
The Lattice
solutions plus
stackinfra-red
accelerates
and simplifies
the new
implementation
of the
SMD
emitter
series
launched
OMC inElite
lateline
2018,
which
includes
a 30
output
beamconsumer,
device
embedded
vision
systems
such
asbymachine
vision,
ADAS,
drones
and
AR/VR
for
thedegree
industrial,
automotive,
“Adding
HDMI
eARC
to
our
cutting-edge
of
A/V
receivers
gives
our
customers
a
forwardthat
proved
very popular.
Thedesigned
two new SMT
LEDs provide
designers
with
even greater
choice
smarthas
home,
and medical
markets.
compatible
home
solution,
to support
enhanced
4K andindication,
8K televisions
of the
future,”
and flexibility
for atheater
very
wide
range
of applications,
including
signalling,
sensing
and
said
Akira
Takahashi,
Director
of
Pioneer
&
Onkyo
Corporation.
“With
HDMI
eARC,
our
A/V
Receiver
can
communications
applications.
Industry
analyst
firm
Grand
View
Research
forecasts
the
global
machine
vision
market
will
reach
over
$18
billion
play
surround-sound audio, including high-bitrate audio, from the television’s built-in streaming apps,byas
2025.
well as from devices attached directly to the TV.”

Pickering
Electronics
smallest
HV reed
relay
New
SCALE-iDriver
SiC-MOSFET
Gate
Driver
New
Round
TFTs offerlaunches
a contemporary
appearance

New
all-in-one
electrical
test
tool
Power Integrations’
SCALE-iDriver
for SiC MOSFETs
AEC-Q100 Automotive
Qualification
Nexperia
launches
high-efficiency
GaNtroubleshooting
FETAchieves
with industry-leading
performance

industry’Integrations
s smallest high(Nasdaq:
voltage relay.
Housedthe
in the miniture
SIL/SIP package,
Power
POWI),
for
3.4inch
has
800
800
resolution.
new Seriesand
131
reed
relaysxhave
a footprint
of justleader
12.5mmintoday
xgate-driver
3.7mmannounced
and atechnology
medium
high-voltage
inverter
applications,
the
height
of
6.6mm
and
deliver
a
minimum
stand-off
of
1500V.
Featuring
a
choice
SIC1182K
SCALE-iDriver™,
a high-efficiency,
single-channel
SiC
MOSFET gate driver that delivers the highest
5inch
resolution.
of 3, 5 output
or 121080
volt
coils,x1080
with optional
internalwithout
diode, Series
131
reed relays
arestage.
peak
gate
current
available
an
external
boost
Devices can be configured to support
available
in
the
1
Form
A
(energize
to
make)
SPST
N.O.
configuration,
and
can
different
gate-drive
voltage
requirements
matching
themixed
range of requirements seen in SiC MOSFETs today
Perfect
for
home
appliance,
heating
controls,
switch
up
to
0.7
amps,
10
watts.
Devices
are
ideal
for
cable
testers,
and
includeand
advanced
safety
features
theminstrumentation,
both compact
and robust.
marine
automotive
applications.
signal/semiconductor
testers,
backplane
testers,making
high voltage
in-circuit
test equipment or other HV applications.
Commented
Keithoffers
Moore,up
CEO,toPickering
Electronics:
“Pickeringtemperature
Series 131 miniature
SIL reed
relays utilise
The
SIC1182K
8 A output
at a junction
of 125°C
allowing
thesevacuumed,
devicessputtered
to support
ruthenium reedinverter
switchesdesigns
which haveupa superb
low level
performance,
makingwithout
them anaexcellent
where
rangeinofhigh
signals
SiC-MOSFET
to several
hundred
kilowatts
boosterchoice
stage.
Thisa wide
results
are
involved.
The
range
is
based
on
our
long-established
Series
113
style
of
plastic
package
that
incorporates
an
internal
www.mansky.co.uk/products/display/tft/mipi-interface-tfts/
system efficiency and enables customers to produce only one design to cover their entire productmu-metal
portfolio
screen to enable
high packing
density,
and Pickering’
s SoftCenter®
construction
whichsupports
protects the
reed switch.”
ofmagnetic
differently-rated
power
inverters.
A switching
frequency
of up
to 150 kHz
multiple
applications.
@: peter.rogerson@power.com
poppy.moore@pickeringrelay.com
@:
nw@mansky.co.uk
1255 307733
428141
✆:
414-8573
&: (408)
+44 (0)
1344
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New
all-in-one
electrical
troubleshooting
test tool from Nicomatic21/04/2020
Compact
and robust
isolated
MOSFET
driverfor
Proven
process,
robust
and SiC
scalable,
ready
&
Eca group
features
fault-localization to speed
incorporates
active
clampingaccurate
and <2 µs shortvolume
applications
maintenance
circuit turn-off timeand repair

Nexperia, the expert in discrete and MOSFET components and
Highly
portable
fortoday
usePOWI),
inannounced
harsh
environments
Power Integrations
the leader
in gate-driver
analog
& logic (Nasdaq:
ICs,
its entrytechnology
into the for
gallium
medium-(GaN)
and high-voltage
applications,
today announced
that
its volt
nitride
themanufacturer
introduction
ofofthe
650
Nicomatic,
oneFET
of market
theinverter
the with
leading
high-performance
interconnect solutions, has
SIC118xKQ SCALE-iDriver™,
high-efficiency,
single-channel
driver
silicon portable case designed to simplify
GAN063-650WSA,
a avery
robust device
with
agate
gate-source
introduced
a new multi-function
tool
that
comes
in aforcompact,
carbide
(SiC)
MOSFETs,
is
now
certified
to
AEC-Q100
for
automotive
use.
Devices
voltage
(VGS)
of
+/20
V
and
a
temperature
range
of
-55
to
electrical troubleshooting. The company’s Electrical Ground Support Equipment (E-GSE) TC50-eTool,
can be configured
to support gate-drive
requirements
commonly
used to for its expertise in developing
+175
°C. The
features
a low RDS(on)
developed
in GAN063-650WSA
partnership
withvoltage
the
ECA
Group
-ofwhich
is- down
renowned
SiC MOSFETs
andtechnical
feature
sophisticated
and
protection
features.
60
mΩ - and
fast switching
tosafety
offer
very
efficiency.
innovative
solutions
for use
inhigh
hostile
or harsh environments - enables:
voltage/current/resistance
measurement;
phase
order
testing;
insulation
testing;
The SIC1182KQ
(1200 V) andhigh
SIC1181KQ
(750 V) SCALE-iDriver
devices
arechecking;
optimized
fordiode
drivingxEV,
SiC
MOSFETs
in automotive
applications,
Nexperia
is targeting
performance
application
segments
including
datacentres,
telecom
and
thermal
imaging.
the
usessupply
Nicomatic’
s SmartCo
solution
based
onvoltages,
reflectometry
exhibiting
rail-to-rail
output, fastAdditionally,
gate
switching speed,
unipolar
voltagesupplies.
supporting
positive
and negative
output
infrastructure,
industrial
automation
andtool
high-end
power
Nexperia’s
GaN-on-silicon
process
technology
provide
precise
localization,
enabling
quick
diagnosis
thereby
integrated
powertoand
voltage
management
and reinforced
isolation.
Critical
safetyplus
features
toand
Source
(VDS)can be
is
very robust
and
mature
withwire-fault
proven
quality
and reliability,
it isinclude
highlyDrain
scalable
asVoltage
wafers
minimizing
aircraft
ground
time.
monitoring-, SENSE
readout, primary
secondary Undervoltage
Lock-outthis
(UVLO),
current-limited
gate drive
andindustry-standard
Advanced Active
processed
in existing
siliconand
fabrication
facilities. More,
device
is available
in the
Clamping (AAC)
which facilitates
safe operation
andfrom
soft turn-off
-under faultGaN
conditions.
TO-247,
allowing
customers
to benefit
exceptional
performance in a familiar package.

Rugged,
modular
MIL
83513system
1.27mm
pitch connector
Rugged flat
flex
cable
to PCB
connection
from Nicomatic
offers full design versatility
NXP
i.MX
6SoloX
processor

New
Universal
Kits For
Enclosures
Pre-Switch
appoints
Foxy
Power
totospearhead
Partners
with
AnkerFeet
Innovations
drive
GaN
adoption ofin
AI-based
soft-switching
revolution
AC-DCenclosures
power
adapters
TECHNOFEET
ishighly-efficient,
amass-market
new range of universal
feet from

Computer
onmany
module
with
NXPpitch
i.MX
Rugged,
MIL 83513
1.27mm
One stopmodular
shop;
options
6SoloX
processor
connector
with captive fixings suits thick PCBs and
Nicomatic, the leading manufacturer of high performance
AWG24
cable.
The
efusA9X
is another
compact
and inexpensive
module in efus
interconnect
systems
is offering
a complete
system of flat-flex

21/04/2020 09:55
12:28
21/01/2020

form
forbased
easy
interfacing
andharshsimple
baseboard.
cable factor
to PCB designed
interconnect
around
its patented
CrimpFlex™
Nicomatic’s
easy-to-use
EMM
series
suits
system
whichoffers
complies
with
the
most rigorous
electrical
andand 32GB eMMC.
environment
defense
applications
The
module
up
to
1
GB
RAM,
1
GB
NAND
Flash,
mechanical requirements.
Nicomaticinterfaces
SA, the leading
of high-performance
Available
are 2manufacturer
x Gigabit-Ethernet,
2retention
x USB, 2and
x CAN, 2 x 12C,
contacts
ensure
excellent
mechanical
interconnect
systems,
has
announced
new
features
its rugged
connector, the 1.27 mm pitch
2CrimpFlex™
x
SPI,
4
x
UART,
GPIOs,
2
x
SD-Card,
12S
orconductor
AC97
forinfor
audio,
PClethisasmicro
electrical
contact
by
piercing
the
flat-flex
cable
6
points;
is the basis
for the
Nicomatic patent,
and
EMM
series,
which
targets
defense
and
other
high-reliability
applications.
The MIL
83513-style
connectors
well
as
analogue
and
digital
camera.
the contacts
pierce cablesmaller
materialsfootprint
includingthan
polyester,
FR4, polyimide,
PTFE and more.
available
that
require can
a significantly
the closest
industry competitor
nowContacts
featureare
captive
screw
onWLAN/Bluetooth
1.27mm
pitch,
in male,
male
solder
and
female
versions
tooption.
meetscrew
most requirements.
Female
Afixings
module
chipPCBs
antenna
ortabantenna
socket
is anCaptive
and and
can2.54mm
be used
withwith
thicker
and larger
diameter
cables.
fixings provide
the
contactslocking
are selectively
or tin plated,
areisavailable
three
versions:
Hi-Flex; low
insertion
force; and
fastest
solutiongold
available,
sinceand
there
no needinto
tighten
alternative
sides
repeatedly.
Theyhigh
also
Displays
canscrews
be
connected
digital
RGB
and toLVDS
(up to WXGA).
insertionthat
force.
Operating
is from
-55°C
+150°C.
ensure
are temperature
nevervialost.
EMM
miniature
connectors
are also now optionally available with longer
90°
contacts
enabling
them from
tocan
bethermoplastic
used
on PCBsfilled
that
are
up
3.5mm
thick.
Finally,
Astraight-through
resistivehousings,
as welland
asclassified
a capacitive
touchare
controller
be connected
viawith
thefibre
12Ctoglass
interface.
CrimpFlex™
to UL94V-0,
made
making
them
very
EMM
connectors can also be used with AWG24 cable, larger than competing devices.
durable.
Operating
systems supported are Linux, WEC2013/7 and Android. Long term availability to 2025.
@: nw@mansky.co.uk
p.mcdavitt@nicomatic.com
@:
(0)307733
1183
801033
&: 01344
+44 1183
801033
✆:

www.mansky.co.uk
www.nicomatic.com
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power platform
METCASE.
These stylish
and modern
be specified
Power Integrations
(Nasdaq:
POWI),feet
thecan
leader
in high- with
or
withoutintegrated
tilt legs,
perfect
for laboratory
voltage
circuits
for energy-efficient
power
Exclusive
global
salesmaking
partner
tothem
introduce
Pre-Switch
technology
equipment
ortoday
other desktop
instrument
enclosures.
conversion,
announced
the delivery
of itsalternative
onebenefits to wide-ranging
industries
including
automotive,
millionth
IC featuring
company’s
energy andInnoSwitch™3
appliances.
TECHNOFEET
can be fittedswitcher
to any type
of plasticthe
or metal
PowiGaN™with
gallium-nitride
technology.
an event
at the
enclosure
aSilicon
wall Valley
thickness
of that
up tohas3Indeveloped
mm.
The feet
are sPre-Switch,
Inc.,
a
start-up
the world’
Shenzhen
headquarters
of three
Ankerholes
Innovations,
Power
easy
to install,
requiring
just
in the enclosure
first
Artificial
Intelligence
(AI)
DC/AC,
AC/DC
soft-switching
controller
Integrations
CEO
Balu
Balakrishnan
presented
the
onepanel.
delivering efficiency
and performance
to a wide
rangeAnker
of is a
millionth
GaN-based
IC to Ankerbenefits
CEO Steven
Yang.
applications
EVsxand
renewables,
hasadapters,
appointed
Foxy
PowerinGmbH from Berlin, Germany as its strategic
Each
footmanufacturer
isincluding
sized ø30
mm high.and
The
feet
are moulded
leading
of12chargers
supplying
partner
business
development
andTPEsales.
Founded
in 2016,
Pre-Switch and
has overcome
the previously-insurmountable
ABS
(ULfor94
HB) with
soft touch
non-slip
pads.
Three
retailers
worldwide
with
powerful,
compact
USB
PD adapters
a wide range
of chargers and
challengescolours
offorimplementing
soft-switching
in DC/AC
with
varying
input voltage,
temperature
and load gear
standard
are offered:
anthracite
(RALsystems
7016),
greydisplays,
adapters
laptops,
smart
mobile devices,
set-toplight
boxes,
appliances,
networking
conditions.
Pre-Switch
uses
AI
to
constantly-adjust
the
relative
timing
of
elements
within
the
switching
system required
(RAL
7035) and
black (RAL 9005).
and gaming
products.
to force a resonance to offset the current and voltage wave forms – thereby minimizing switching losses.
Bruce.renouard@pre-switch.com
@:
@: sales@metcase.co.uk
peter.rogerson@power.com
+408-209-3251
✆:
1489
583858
&: +44
(408)
414-8573
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Power
Integrations
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IC
Pre-Switch
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New
SCALE-iDriver
SiC-MOSFET
Minimum
1500V
mini SIL/SIP
Circular
TFTs
withstand-off;
High Resolution
and Gate Driver
from
Powerangle.
Integrations Maximizes
packaging
wide
viewing
Efficiency, Improves Safety
Pickering Electronics, the reed relay company which has pioneered
3.4inch
and
IPS TFTs
with
MIPI
.
Highest
output
gateperformance
current;
shut
down;
best isolation
miniaturization
and 5inch
high
forfast
over
50 years,
hasinterface
launched

&today
logic announced
ICs, today
announced
first ESD
protection
Si-valley
start-up
AIPESD2V8R1BSF,
todeveloped
solve soft-switching
control
theuses
firstthe
FPGA
onindustry’
its newsLattice
Nexus™
FPGA platform,
device
dedicated
forDC/AC
thenew
USB4TM
standard
with
RF performance.
CrossLink-NX™.
FPGAAC/DC
providespower
theindustry-leading
lowconversion;
power, small
form factor, reliability, and
challenge
forThis
and
Ofperformance
special interest
to
engineers
designing
USB4TM
and
Thunderbolt
interfaces,
that developers need to create innovative embedded vision and AI solutions
Massive
advantages
demonstrated
for technology
burgeoning
electric
the
new device
uses Nexperia’
s TrEOS
ESD protection
active systems.
for communications,
compute,
industrial,
automotive,
andwith
consumer
vehicle
market
and others
silicon-controlled
rectification.
It delivers a winning combination of extremely low
According to(down
Patrick
Moorhead,
president
and founder
of Moor
Insights
& Strategy,
“Technology
trends likeagainst
5G connectivity,
capacitance
to 0.1
pF); extremely
low clamping
(dynamic
resistance
down
to 0.1 Ω)Valley
and
verystart-up
high robustness
surge
and
APEC
Poweranalytics,
Conference,
Anaheim,
Ca.,andUSA:
Inc.,driving
a Silicon
that
from
cloud-based
factory
automation
the Pre-Switch,
smart homecomes
are
for embedded
visionemerged
solutions
that
ESD
pulsesmode
(up to last
20A 8/20
for very
fast datalines).
in thedemand
ultra-low inductance
Comments
stealth
year,µsHowever,
today
expanded
itsPESD2V8R1BSF
revolutionary
soft-switching
IGBTwith
andSOD962
siliconpackage.
carbide
gate
support
machine
learning.
the
data
latency,
cost
and
privacy
issues
associated
cloud-based
ML
analytics
Stefan Seider,
product manager
at Nexperia:
“To power
avoid signal
integrity issues,platform,
the PESD2V8R1BSF
ESD protection
diode offerscontroller
extremely
driver
architecture
to
cover
3-phase
systems.
Pre-Drive™3
haveinsertion
sparked
among
developers
inandmoving
more datalowThe
processing
fromincluding
the
clouddBtothe
Butnew
doing
soprotection
low
lossinterest
figures
of -0.21
dB
at 10 GHz
correspondingly
returnboard,
loss figures
of -17.4
atthe
10Edge.
GHz.ofThe
ESDoutput
board,
powered
byaccess
the
Pre-Flex™
FPGA,
and
RPGsolutions
gate driver
enables
a doubling
power
requires
OEMs
have
to
Edge
AI/ML
inferencing
that
offer
high
performance
data
processing,
low
powertofor
device
is
suitable
for
the
higher
voltage
requirements
of
USB
3.2.
This
means
it
can
be
placed
right
behind
the
USB
Type-C®
connector
aoperation,
typical inverter,
orform
an increase
in switching speed by a factor of up to 20 times.
and a small
factor.”
protect the coupling
capacitance
as well, while still being backwards compatible to USB3.2.”
@: Bruce.renouard@pre-switch.com
petra.beekmans@nexperia.com
@:
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6 137 111 41
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Lattice
Semiconductor
Announces
New
drive
solution
TrEOS
diodes
support
USB4TM
standard;
•First3-phase
Productfully
on1gate
New Lattice
Nexus
FPGAfrom
Platform
New
beam
angleits
LEDs
from OMC
lightDesign Wins with Pioneer & Onkyo21/01/2020
Lattice
Extends
Leadership
infocus
Delivering
Corporation
for
Prosumer
A/V
Home
Entertainment
Receiver
Systems
Pre-Switch
doubles
power;
boosts
devices
feature
low
clamping,
low capacitance,
•Up to 75% Lower Power Compared
to Similar low
Class
precisely
demandingSolutions
high-intensity
Complete,for
Easy-to-Use
Stacksapplications
switching
speeds
by
up
to
20x;
leakage
and very
robust
Competitive
Devices
Pioneer
Selects
SiI9437
Receiver
IC60forthe
Enhanced
Ultra-narrow
15Lattice
degree
LED and(NASDAQ:
precision
degree
suit Return Channel
Lattice Semiconductor
Corporation
LSCC),
low LEDsAudio
increases
eVCorporation
range
by
5-12%
(eARC)
HDMI®
2.1 Capabilities
Nexperia,
the expert in discrete,
MOSFET(NASDAQ:
and GaN FET
components
analog
signalling,
indication,
sensing
communication
power programmable
leader,
todayand
extended
its position asapplications
Lattice Semiconductor
LSCC),
the lowand
power
programmable leader,
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High-density
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Interfaces
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AIbyComputing
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antennas
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